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Build the Future with Better Returns. Trez Capital Private Real
Estate Fund Trust (TPREF) allows investors to maximize their
real estate return by investing in a diversified basket of high-
quality development projects located in some of the strongest
real estate markets in the United States and Canada.
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"Ever since I established Trez Capital in
1997 I've always wanted to create a
Private Real Estate Fund to bring true
value to investors.“

“In a world where the money supply
continues to expand at unprecedented
rates, hard assets that generate positive
cash flows naturally become more
valuable. TPREF provides long term
exposure to a diversified pool of cash flow
generating properties boosted by
development gains and acts as a hedge
against the erosion of purchasing power.”
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Investment Terms

Business Objective

The business objective of Trez Capital Private Real Estate Fund Trust (“Trust”) is to provide a stream of income on a
tax efficient basis to its investors while making the Trust profitable and thereby maximizing the capital appreciation of
the Trust’s units (the “Units”). The Trust plans to achieve its business objectives primarily by using the platform and
expertise of Trez Capital Fund Management Limited Partnership (“Manager”) to source strategic real property
investment opportunities through joint ventures with real estate developers. After the properties have been either
developed or improved to maximize their cash flow and value; the Trust will maintain these assets as long-term hold
investments – a “Build-to-Hold” strategy.

Given the price premium on the acquisition of income properties, the Manager sees an opportunity to invest in either
ground up or underperforming real property where the all-in cost to either build or acquire and improve these
properties is notably less than the market acquisition price for comparable stabilized assets. The execution of this
strategy will allow holders of Units in the Trust ("Unitholders") to participate in a share of the capital appreciation that
occurs during the value-add or development phase of projects, and enhanced stabilized income returns due to the
below-market cost basis of the Trust’s cash flowing assets.

In addition, the Trust may also invest in high yielding mezzanine loans, preferred equity positions, mortgages and land
developments, acquire stabilized or near-stabilized income properties, or provide real estate company financings.
Such investments are expected to provide a source of cash flow to the Trust.

Offering

The Trust is formed under and governed by the laws of the Province of British Columbia, is offering Class F Units of
the Trust and Class I Units of the Trust on a continuous basis to certain qualified Canadian investors. The Units will be
distributed by the Manager (a registered exempt market dealer, and investment fund manager) as agent on behalf of
the Trust, whose customary fees and commissions will be paid for by the Trust.

Qualified Canadian investors (the “Canadian Investors”) include those who are residents of Canada for tax purposes
and are entitled to rely on either the “accredited investor exemption” or the "offering memorandum exemption", or
who qualify under certain other exemptions from prospectus requirements under applicable securities laws.

Initial Offering Price

The subscription price per unit at the date hereof is $100.00 CAD per Unit. This price is subject to change for future
subscriptions (see “Valuation”).

Minimum Purchase

$25,000.00 CAD.

First Closing

August 31, 2021
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Investment Terms

Early Investor Feature

Until November 30, 2021, the first $45,000,000 of Units sold by the Trust based on the aggregate Subscription Price,
will have no Management Fee charged to those Units for a period of one year from September 1, 2021. This Early
Investor Feature is offered in recognition of the initial investor's investment at the early stages of the Trust. Investors
who subscribe after November 30, 2021, or after the first $45,000,000 in Units are issued will be charged the normal
Management Fee based on their respective series of Unit.

Target Returns
The total return objective of the Trust is to generate a total net return (including capital appreciation and income) on a
tax efficient basis that exceeds 12.00% per annum over a ten-year hold period.

Use of Proceeds

This is a blind pool offering. The Manager has identified, from its current pipeline of investments, 22 potential
investments totaling approximately $178M CAD that are indicative of the types of investments that align with the
Trust's investment objectives and may form part of the Trust's initial investment portfolio, subject to the Manager
determining to pursue such investments, the satisfaction of any conditions applicable to such investments and
negotiating definitive agreements. The Manager has identified these investments based on its current pipeline of
investments, and although currently uncommitted, such investments anticipated to close by mid-2022 if the Manager
decides to pursue them. Please refer to Schedule “A” for further details on these indicative investments which could
form the Trust’s potential initial portfolio. Although the Manager is confident that the initial portfolio’s actual
composition will closely reflect Schedule “A” in this document, please note that each investment is indicative only and
each component investment is subject to addition, removal, or change. In addition, the Trust will raise capital
continually for new investments, including those which are not outlined in this document.

Investors must broadly rely on the expertise and integrity of the Manager and the trustee of the Trust ("Trustee") to
assemble and manage the Trust’s investment portfolio. Investors who are not willing to rely on the discretion and
judgment of the Manager and the Trustee should not subscribe for Units.

Investment Structure

Please refer to Schedule “B” for an illustration of the investment structure and refer to the Offering Memorandum for
more details.
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Investment Terms

Net Asset Value and Valuation Policy

Net Asset Value is defined as the Trust’s assets less its liabilities based on the fair value of each item as determined in
accordance with the Trust’s Valuation Policy. This Valuation Policy is designed to produce a fair and accurate estimate
of the arm’s length price that the Units would transact at in an open market.

The Manager may, in its discretion, adopt alternative or non-IFRS methodologies consistent with market practices to
calculate the investment portfolio value and Net Asset Value from time to time, without notice to, or approval by,
Unitholders. This may occur if the Manager determines that such changes are likely to result in a more accurate
reflection of Net Asset Value or allow for a more efficient or less costly determination of Net Asset Value without
causing a material adverse impact on the accuracy of such value.

Net Asset Value will be calculated in Canadian dollars while the currency of the underlying investments will be
primarily U.S. dollars. The Canadian dollar is not maintained at a fixed exchange rate compared to foreign currencies
but rather the value of the Canadian dollar has a floating exchange rate in relation to the U.S. dollar. In order to
mitigate the adverse effects of currency exchange fluctuations in the initial months of the Trust, the Manager
anticipates that it will undertake currency hedging transactions for six months following the first issuance of Units.
The extent to which the Manager hedges its exposure to foreign currencies will be reassessed thereafter.

Given the time required for the Manager to calculate and report Net Asset Value, the Net Asset Value as of a certain
Valuation Date will not be available until the subsequent month. This will result in a one-month difference between
the Net Asset Value in effect as a Transaction Price at a particular month and the actual Net Asset Value as at such
month. Accordingly, the Subscription Price or Redemption Price for a particular Series of Unit, which is based on the
Net Asset Value of such Series, at any given month, will be based on the Net Asset Value for the prior month.

The Trust’s Valuation Policy as related to specific investment types follows.

Real Property Equity Investments: Investments in real property are measured at fair value. Fair value is determined
by the Manager in conjunction with third-party independent real estate valuation experts (“Independent Appraiser”)
that will prepare a written appraisal report providing an estimate of the gross market value of a property. The
Independent Appraiser will be a nationally recognized firm with appropriate qualifications and certifications to
prepare real estate valuations in accordance with recognized valuation techniques. These valuation techniques can
include the income approach, direct comparison approach, and cost approach, and may be modified, based on the
nature of the property and its stage in the development or holding cycle, in accordance with standard industry
practices. The Manager will obtain an appraisal prepared by an Independent Appraiser to determine the fair value of a
real property investment on a semi-annual basis based on Valuation Dates determined at the discretion of the
Manager.

In order to align the risks and rewards of the Trust's active development projects to Unitholders' subscription and
redemption timing, the Manager has instructed its Independent Appraisers to produce non-stabilized Real Property
valuations that include an estimate of unrealized development profit that has accrued to the project to date. This
estimate will be derived from the Independent Appraiser's estimate of overall project profit and allocated based on
the project's current state of completion. In addition, the Independent Appraiser will provide the means to estimate
the development profit that will be added each month to the subject Real Property's valuation until the next semi-
annual reappraisal.
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Investment Terms

Continued: Net Asset Value and Valuation Policy

Continued: Real Property Equity Investments: Accordingly, the calculation of Net Asset Value, and resulting
Subscription and Redemption Price of Units, will include an estimate of unrealized development profits attributable to
the Trust's development holdings. This valuation methodology is anticipated to produce a fair value estimate of Net
Asset Value that accurately aligns Unitholders' investment return with Subscription or Redemption timing.

In order to calculate the net equity value of the Trust’s Real Property Equity Investments, the Manager will subtract
the fair value of each property’s outstanding debt balances, as well as the fair value of other equity investors’ interest
in each property.

Mezzanine Loan and Real Estate Company Financing Investments: There is no quoted price in an active market for the
mezzanine loan, preferred equity or real estate company financing investments. The Manager makes its
determination of fair value for such investments based on its assessment of the current lending market for
investments of a similar nature on the same or similar terms. Typically, the fair value of such investments
approximates their carrying value given the amounts consist of short-term loans that are repayable at the option of
the borrower without yield maintenance or penalties, less any impairment losses. The Manager assesses any
impairment losses on these investments based on the assessment of any significant change in credit risk since initial
recognition which would impact the estimated future cash flows of the investment.

Mortgage Investments: Mortgage Investments will be measured either at amortized cost using the effective interest
method, or at fair value. The Manager will determine which of these two methods to use based on the terms of the
relevant Mortgage Investment.

Distribution Policy
Given the nature of the Trust’s investment strategy, no distributions are anticipated prior to December 31, 2023.
During this time, most of the Trust’s investments will be properties under development, which do not generate cash
flow for distribution. Instead, it is anticipated that Unitholders will benefit from an outsized capital return over this
period as the value of held properties is improved.

After December 21, 2023, the Trust anticipates making distributions of Distributable Cash, if any, to each Unitholder
of record at each quarter end. "Distributable Cash" means, for, or in respect of, a Distribution Period, the sum of all
cash amounts attributable to Units which are received by the Partnership for the Distribution Period including but not
limited to any cash received from the underlying investments, the net proceeds of any issuance of Units of the
Partnership, and all of such amounts received by the Partnership in any prior Distribution Period to the extent those
amounts were not previously distributed; less any amounts to be withheld as determined by the Manager in its sole
discretion including but not limited to amounts for the payment of any current or anticipated costs or expenses, the
provision for any reserves or contingencies, the funding of any pending or potential investments or construction costs
or other costs associated with the investments; and the payment of the redemption or repurchase of Units of the
Partnership which have been paid or became payable in cash by the Partnership in such Distribution Period. Such
distributions will be payable in arrears by the 15th day following the quarter to which the distribution relates.
Distributions made by the Trust will be paid in cash.

Unitholders who redeem their Units prior to a quarter end will not participate in distributions for that quarter. The
Trust has not adopted a dividend reinvestment plan ("DRIP"). The Manager, in its sole discretion, may at a future date
have the Trust adopt a DRIP for Unitholders in respect of their Units.
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Investment Terms

Redemptions by Unitholders

No redemptions will be allowed for the first two years from the date the applicable Units were purchased (the
“Purchase Date”). Redemptions of Units by Unitholders (a "Redemption") that occur during the period starting on the
third-year anniversary of the Purchase Date and ending of the fifth-year anniversary of the Purchase Date will be
subject to an early redemption charge. The early redemption charge is calculated as a percentage of the Redemption
Price of the Units being redeemed and applies as follows:

i. redemptions within the third year after the Purchase Date will be subject to an early redemption charge of
5.00% of the Redemption Price;

ii. redemptions within the fourth year after the Purchase Date will be subject to an early redemption charge of
2.00% of the Redemption Price; and

iii. redemptions within the fifth year after the Purchase Date will be subject to an early redemption charge of 1.00%
of the Redemption Price.

If the Manager receives a valid Redemption notice, the Manager will not be obligated to redeem the number of Units
that exceed (in aggregate, when calculated with all other Units either redeemed prior to, or which are subject to valid
Redemption requests received from other Unitholders as of, the date of such Redemption notice) the following
thresholds: (i) in a calendar month, 1.00% of the total outstanding Units at the time such Redemption notice is
received by the Manager, and (ii) for any consecutive period of three calendar months, 1.25% of the total outstanding
Units at the end of such calendar month.

The Manager will be entitled, in its sole discretion, to amend the Trust's Redemption policy in the future, including, if
appropriate, to provide for more flexible Redemption terms.

The Manager may suspend the Redemption of Units, or postpone the day of payment or right of Redemption, for or
during any period during which the Manager determines that conditions exist which render impractical the sale of the
assets of the Trust, impair the ability of the Manager to determine the value of the assets held by the Trust, or risk
having an adverse impact on the Trust as a whole.

Fees and Manager Participating Interest

Management Fees: The Manager will be entitled to receive an annual fee equal to 1.50% of the Net Asset Value of the
outstanding Class F Units, as calculated and payable on a quarterly basis and an annual fee equal to a percentage to be
decided by the Manager of the Net Asset Value of the outstanding Class I Units, as calculated and payable on a
quarterly basis.

Acquisition Fees: The Manager will be entitled to receive a fee equal to: (i) in the case of stabilized real property
acquired by the Trust, 1.00% of the purchase price (including any closing costs and fees) of such property; (ii) in the
case of either ground up construction or value add real property, 1.00% of the pro forma cost of such real estate
project; or (iii) 1.0% of the capital committed to any other investment, such as mezzanine loans, equity investments,
real estate company financings or mortgage investments made by the Trust, in each case, multiplied by the percentage
interest expected to be held by the Trust at the time of acquisition or capital commitment.

Exit Fees: The Manager will be entitled to receive a fee equal to 0.50% of the gross sale price of any property (in the
case of real property or equity investments) sold by the Trust from the assets attributable to the Units, multiplied by
the percentage ownership interest held in the investment by the Trust at the time of sale.
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Investment Terms

Continued: Fees and Manager Participating Interest

Manager Participating Interest: The Declaration of Trust provides for the issuance of Series Manager Units to the
Manager, which allow the Manager to earn an up to 5.00% ownership interest in the Trust. The Series Manager Units
will entitle the Manager to up to 5.00% of any cash distributions paid by the Trust and 5.00% of cash redemption
amounts paid to Unitholders. The Manager will also share in up to 5.00% of the taxable income of the Trust, based on
the vested portion of the Manager Participating Interest.

The Manager Participating Interest will vest monthly over a three-year period from the date the initial Series
Manager Unit is issued, such that a total of 2.00% will vest by the end of the first year, 2.00% will vest by the end of
the second year for an aggregate of 4.00%, and the final 1.00% will vest by the end of the third year. At the end of the
three-year period, the Manager will have a 5.00% equity interest in the Trust, and will therefore be entitled to receive
5.00% of any distributions and 5.00% of any Redemption proceeds.

Other Fees: To the extent that the Manager, or an affiliate thereof, performs property management, origination,
leasing or capital project management services that do not fall under the Declaration of Trust, it may earn additional
fees at market rates for services provided. These fees shall be unanimously approved by the Independent Review
Committee.

Operating Expenses

The Trust shall bear reasonable costs of operation (legal, accounting, transaction costs, sales commissions, etc.). The
Unitholders shall not reimburse any expenses pertaining to the Trustee's/Manager’s overhead costs.

Leverage

The Manager intends to use maximum leverage to enhance the investment returns earned by the Trust. Leverage may
be employed at the project level (e.g., construction or acquisition financing), as well as against the total assets of the
Trust (e.g., a line of credit).

Project and Financial Reporting

Audited financial statements prepared in accordance with IFRS accounting principles will be prepared and distributed
on an annual basis by May 31 of each year. Unaudited quarterly financial statements will be made available on Trez
Capital’s website.

As the Trust is not a “reporting issuer” as defined in the Securities Act (British Columbia), the continuous reporting
requirements of relevant securities laws do not generally apply to the Trust. The Trust will, however, on or before
March 31 in each calendar year, provide to each Unitholder all information required to file Canadian income tax
returns and will provide to each Unitholder annual audited financial statements.

Tax Treatment

The Trust is not itself liable for income tax but is required to compute its income or loss for each of its fiscal periods as
if it were a separate person resident in Canada. The fiscal period of the Trust ends on December 31 of each year.
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Investment Terms

Continued: Tax Treatment

In computing its income or loss, the Trust will be entitled to deduct expenses incurred by it in the fiscal period in which
they are incurred to the extent such expenses are reasonable in amount and their deduction is permitted by the
Income Tax Act (Canada). In some cases, outlays and expenses may have to be capitalized and added to the cost
amount of its property.

The income or loss of the Trust for Canadian federal income tax purposes for each fiscal period of the Trust will be
allocated among Unitholders. In general, a Unitholder’s share of any income or loss of the Trust from a particular
source (including its share of any taxable capital gain or any allowable capital loss) will retain its character as such, and
any provisions of the Income Tax Act (Canada) applicable to that type of income or loss will apply to the share of such
income or loss allocated to the Unitholder. Trust losses allocated to the Unitholders will only be deductible by the
Unitholder to the extent of the Unitholder’s “at-risk amount” in the Trust.

Declaration of Trust

The Trust shall be governed by the terms of a Declaration of Trust (the “Declaration of Trust”) between the Trustee
and the Manager as amended, restated and supplemented from time to time.

Manager

The Manager, an affiliate of Trez Capital Group L.P. (“Trez”), will manage the business of the Trust. Trez Capital was
established in 1997 as a non-bank commercial real estate lender. Since inception Trez Capital has originated,
underwritten, and funded over 1,500 loans totaling in excess of $12.5B CAD for retail, office, industrial and multi-unit
residential mortgages across Canada and the U.S.

More recently, Trez Capital has leveraged its platform to build an exceptional track record in the real estate private
equity investment marketplace. Since 2013, Trez Capital has established five pooled U.S. real estate equity funds and
multiple single-investment equity funds totaling over U.S.$100M in capital commitments.

In 2012 Trez Capital expanded its real estate platform with the establishment of a U.S. subsidiary with an office in
Dallas, Texas to capitalize on the attractive demographics and shift in lending environment and, in 2016, further
expanded its U.S. footprint with the opening of an office in Palm Beach, Florida followed by Atlanta, Georgia in 2019.
Trez Capital has built a strong reputation for providing innovative financing for commercial properties in major
centres throughout Canada and select regions in the United States. Trez Capital currently offers multiple investment
funds with approximately $3.9 billion in assets under management (including mortgages, loans, and equity
investments), in private placements and open- ended investment trusts. Trez Capital’s stable and predictable returns,
real property security and extensive risk analysis has resulted in the significant support of some of Canada’s largest
pension funds. Trez Capital manages a number of institutional investments, including some of Canada’s largest and
most well-known pensions, endowments, and foundations as investors.

Overview

The foregoing is a summary of the principal features of the offering of Units and should be read together with the
detailed terms, conditions and information contained in the Declaration of Trust governing the Trust.
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Our Key Partners

Coronado West – “Cork”

Coronado West offers a variety of tailored financing services from acquisition and development land banks, finished
lot land banks, residential land hold land banks, to lot developer financings, and rental home purchase programs.

Originally established over 20 years ago by president and founder John Cork, Coronado West has developed or holds
for future development 10,000 residential lots in more than 50 communities located throughout Arizona, Colorado,
Texas, Florida, South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, Idaho, Oregon and Washington.

Their highly specialized team has developed relationships with large national and regional home builders, to provide
land bank finance services customized for each home builder’s specific requirements. Coronado West has developed
relationships with leading financial institutions to provide both off-site and on-site infrastructure development
financing for residential communities.

Having recently launched a new home purchase-for-rent program, Coronado West is buying from home builders and
leasing new single-family homes in some of the best housing markets across the country.

www.coronadowest.com
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Our Key Partners

Hines Interest Limited Partnership

Hines is a privately owned, leading international real estate firm that has provided the highest level of quality, service
and value to its clients and investors for more than 60 years. With extensive experience in investments for all
property types, and a pioneering commitment to sustainability, Hines is one of the largest and most respected real
estate organizations in the world.

Founded in 1957, Hines’ global headquarters are located in Houston, Texas and its European headquarters are
located in London, England and overall, the firm has a presence in 240 cities in 27 countries. With $160.9 billion assets
under management, $81.7 billion in assets for which Hines serves as investment manager and $79.2 billion
representing more than 172.9 million square feet of assets for which Hines provides third-party property-level
services. Hines has 181 developments currently underway around the world, and historically, has developed,
redeveloped or acquired 1,450 properties, totaling over 485 million square feet.

Based on shared values and commitment to client service, Trez Capital has 18 operating partnerships with Hines.
Trez Capital and Hines’ joint development projects, which consists of over 7,600 residential lots, are located in Dallas,
San Antonio, and Houston in Texas and Denver, Colorado. Overall, the projects are performing in line with
expectations with projected project level IRR’s to Trez Capital in excess of 18.00%.

The Hines Corporation consists of three main divisions: Investment, Development and Property Management. With a
long track record of investor partnerships, Hines has employed a range of investment strategies on acquisition and
development activities since 1991. Partners and clients include major public and private pension funds, government
investment authorities, investment authorities, insurance companies, financial institutions, endowments and
individual investors. Hines has 56 various funds operating throughout the United States, Europe and in various
emerging markets.

Trez Capital continues to build on the success of the Hines relationship with several new lot development
opportunities being evaluated.

www.hines.com
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Our Key Partners

Thompson Realty Capital

Thompson Realty Capital is a full-service real estate firm specializing in development, leasing, management, and
servicing of commercial real estate properties, with a specific focus on the development of single- and multi-family
subdivisions, mixed-use projects, and office buildings.

Originally established in 1980, Thompson Realty Capital has managed and owned over 2 million square feet of
commercial space in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, and has developed over 700,000 square feet of commercial
space, as well as thirty-five single-family and class ‘A’ multi-family communities in Texas and Virginia. Thompson
Realty Capital’s diverse range of property types encompass over $2 billion in transaction flow, 5,000 acres, and nearly
10,000 single-family lots.

Trez Capital has partnered with Thompson Realty Capital on six transactions, which encompass more than 1,000
multi-family units over the last five years. Trez Capital and Thompson Realty Capital are pursuing several additional
multi-family projects, some of which are outlined in Schedule A.

With over 25 years of industry experience, Thompson Realty emphasizes quality in its developments: well-located
projects that complement the vitality of the surrounding community, and are favored by potential home buyers,
respected builders, as well as tenants. Transactions are structured to ensure proper capitalization and facilitate
better-than-expected absorption. Development sites are selected carefully with design details specifically tailored to
fit each market sector.

www.thompson-realty.com
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Schedule A

Manager’s Pipeline

Coronado West – Estrella Vista

Estrella Vista is the first project in a series of programmatic single-family rental investments that the Trust will be
making alongside its long-time partner, Coronado West. Located in Laveen, just eight miles southwest of downtown
Phoenix, Arizona, the Trust will be acquiring 25 newly built single-family homes at an 6.00% discount to their retail
offering price, and renting them out to hold long-term. The homes will benefit from a revitalization of the area that has
occurred due to the recently-completed South Mountain Freeway extension of Arizona State Route 202. Employers
in the area include Verizon, Intel, and Paypal. Additionally, the homes are located three miles away from the Vista del
Sur Accelerated Academy – one of the highest-ranking elementary schools in Arizona. The first homes in the Estrella
Vista project are planned to close in July of 2021.

Coronado West – Parkway Station

Parkway Station comprises 131 newly built townhomes for rent, purchased at an 7.00% discount to their retail
offering price. The homes will be located within the northwest edge of the Atlanta MSA in the city of Cartersville,
Georgia. These homes will be priced affordably, and cater to city’s manufacturing, tourism, and services sector
workers. Major employers in the area include Anheuser-Busch, Georgia Power, Komatsu (a Japanese multinational
manufacturing company), and Shaw Industries (a major flooring manufacturer). The first homes in the Parkway
Station development are planned to close in August of 2021.
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Estrella Vista

Acquisition of 25 newly-built single-family homes in a sought after family
friendly neighbourhood with close proximity of downtown Phoenix.

Amount $2,840,742 CAD Property Type Single-Family

Location Laveen, Arizona Closing Date* July, 2021

Partner Coronado West *Estimated Project Closing Date

Parkway Station
New built-for-lease 131 affordable townhomes in Atlanta MSA
neighbourhood catering to manufacturing, tourism and service sector
workers.

Amount* $10,513,968 CAD Property Type Single-Family

Location Cartersville, Georgia Closing Date* August, 2021

Partner Coronado West *Estimated Project Closing Date
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High Point Ranch

Acquisition of 608 acres of land and development of a residential
community comprised of 1,824 single-family lots and 148 paper lots over
6 phases.

Amount $ 6,968,527 CAD Property Type Single-Family

Location Kaufman County, Texas Closing Date May, 2021

Partner Hines

Schedule A

Manager’s Pipeline

Coronado West – Sierra Vista

Sierra Vista is located in Houston, TX, and will include 110 total units of both single-family detached homes and
townhouses. Where the Trust’s other investments with Coronado West involve purchasing existing homes at a
contractual discount to retail pricing, the business plan for Sierra Vista is to purchase land and build the homes from
the ground up. Residents of these homes will enjoy an amenity-rich experience, given their location inside the Sierra
Vista master-planned community.

Hines – High Point Ranch

High Point Ranch is a single-family lot development investment located in Kaufman County, TX – just outside of
Dallas. The Trust will be partnering with Hines’ Southwest Region Land Development Team to deliver 1,972 total lots
for subsequent sale to either homebuilders or the Hines Single-Family Rental team. The 608 acre site was acquired
off-market and at a highly attractive cost basis, given that negotiations were undertaken during the peak of pandemic
related uncertainty. The single-family market has demonstrated record-breaking performance since this time, which
bodes well for the future success of the project. The first closing of the High Point Ranch investment occurred in May
2021.
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Sierra Vista

Land acquisition and ground-up development of 110 units. Sierra Vista
will provide community with outstanding amenities such as planned 4-
acre Crystal Clear Lagoon and Beach Club.

Amount $12,371,911 CAD Property Type Single-Family

Location Houston, Texas Closing Date* Q3, 2021

Partner Coronado West *Estimated Project Closing Date
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Schedule A

Manager’s Pipeline

Hines – Assured Portfolio

The Assured Portfolio acquisition comprises three separate existing self-storage facilities that offer total net rentable
area of 208,382 square feet. The properties are each well-located in suburban markets to the north of Dallas, TX. The
properties each have significant vacancy, and are leased at below-market rents. The business plan includes a cohesive
reorganization of the facilities’ operations, leasing, and marketing programs. Hines and Trez Capital have co-invested
in two different self-storage facilities in the past, both of which have performed well to date. The Assured Portfolio is
scheduled to close in July of 2021.

Hines – Wildflower Ranch

The Wildflower Ranch investment is the first of a series of programmatic lot development and single-family rental
developments that the Trust will make alongside Hines, one of the largest privately held real estate investors and
managers in the world. Hines’ experience in lot development, relationships with homebuilders, and property
management expertise fuel its competitive advantage in the single-family rental market. The project itself is located at
the northern boundary of Fort Worth, TX. It will benefit directly from its location in the Dallas-Fort Worth market,
which has grown at twice the pace of the national average in the past year, as well as its proximity to the Alliance
Airport and the I-35W Interstate Highway.
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Assured Portfolio

Acquisition of three separate existing self-storage facilities in well-located
suburban markets totally a net rentable area of 208,382 s.f.

Amount $4,227,306 CAD Property Type Self-Storage

Location Dallas, Texas Closing Date* July, 2021

Partner Hines *Estimated Project Closing Date

Wildflower Ranch

Lot development and single-family rental development located in the
Dallas-Fort Worth MSA.

Amount $3,954,401 CAD Property Type Single-Family

Location Fort Worth, Texas Closing Date* Q2, 2021

Partner Hines *Estimated Project Closing Date
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Schedule A

Manager’s Pipeline

Thompson Realty Capital – La Cima

Located at the front door of the La Cima master planned community in San Marcos, TX the La Cima project will
provide residents an unmatched Texas Hill Country apartment living experience. The project is planned to include
300 units spread across approximately 21 acres and will include two- and three-story garden buildings with tuck
under and detached garages. The site design will complement the projects serene setting with large live oak trees and
unsurpassed views. La Cima will have a class ‘A’ leasing office and amenity centre with resort style pool. San Marcos is
located in Hays County along the I-35 corridor approximately 30 minutes from Austin and 30 minutes from San
Antonio creating an ideal location for families or individuals who are looking for affordable luxury within a manageable
driving distance to each major city. Hays County’s population grew 53.63% between 2010 and 2020 and is projected
to continue growing at a rapid clip adding tailwinds to the project. The La Cima project is projected to close early in Q4
2021.

Thompson Realty Capital - Melissa
Located at the intersection of Melissa Road and Highway 75 just north of McKinney, the Melissa project is planned to
include 262 units on approximately 17 acres. The site has great visibility and access from/to Hwy 75 providing
residents the ability to easily commute to the outstanding job growth happening in the northern Collin County, Texas
cities of McKinney and Allen. Residents of the project will enjoy large greenspaces and views of the large lake adjacent
to the site providing an unmatched living environment in Melissa. One of Collin Counties largest master planned
communities, Trinity Falls, is located just west of the site and has been one of the Dallas area’s most successful single-
family projects. The Melissa project is planned to close in Q4 2021.
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La Cima

300-unit class ‘A’ two- and three-story residential garden-style apartment
community over 21 acres with amenity centre and resort-like pool.

Amount $8,898,669 CAD Property Type Multi-Family

Location San Marcos, Texas Closing Date* Q4, 2021

Partner Thompson Realty Capital *Estimated Project Closing Date

Melissa

262-unit residential master planned communities on ~17-acres of land
with great proximity and access to the growing cities of Collin County, TX.

Amount $9,825,995 CAD Property Type Multi-Family

Location Collins County, Texas Closing Date* Q4, 2021

Partner Thompson Realty Capital *Estimated Project Closing Date
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Schedule A

Manager’s Pipeline

Thompson Realty Capital – Red Oak
Located in the rapidly growing Red Oak submarket of Dallas, TX this project will offer its residence 288 class ‘A’
garden-style apartment units to be known as the Legacy Square Apartments. Red Oak is the home for an impressive
portfolio of industries, businesses, and higher education including Triumph Aerospace Structures (advanced
technology and manufacturing, defense, aviation and aerospace), Bombardier US Aerospace (Global 7,500 ultra-long-
range business jet), Compass Datacentres DFW III, LLC (co-location datacentres), National Freight Industries
(transportation, logistics, distribution, and warehousing), and Knapheide Truck Equipment Centre – Southwest (truck
bodies). With its prime location near I-35, the project will also provide residents with easy access to the other
southern Dallas County employment centres. The Dallas Logistics Hub, comprising 60-million square feet of
distribution and manufacturing space, is located 15 minutes away, and Downtown Dallas is 20 minutes away. The
population in Red Oak has increased from 10,769 in the year 2010, to 14,732 in the year 2020, a 36.80% growth. Per
the North Texas Council of Governments, the population is projected to be +60,000 by 2030.

Thompson Realty Capital – Rockwall Lofts

The Rockwall Lofts project will be located on 3.338 acres of land adjacent to historic downtown Rockwall. The project
is planned to be podium construction and will comprise 263 units sitting over a two-story underground parking
garage. Residents will enjoy excellent walkability to the shops and restaurants located directly east of the site in
downtown Rockwall, as well as views of and access to Lake Ray Hubbard located approximately 0.50 miles west of the
site. Average household income within a 5-mile radius of the site is $131,265 far exceeding the U.S. average of
$80,853 making the project rents for this high-quality project well within the financial capability of the target market.
Additionally, from 2010 to 2020 Rockwall County experienced the highest population growth on a percentage basis in
the entire Dallas Fort Worth Metroplex at 40.28%. This population growth along with the cities resistance to
additional multi-family entitlements ensures tremendous demand for the project which is planned to close in Q4 2021.

Red Oak

288-unit class ‘A’ garden-style apartments located in the rapidly growing
and prime location of Red Oak (Dallas MSA).

Amount $4,544,805 CAD Property Type Multi-Family

Location Red Oak, Texas Closing Date December, 2020

Partner Thompson Realty Capital

Rockwall Lofts

263-units over 3-acres of land located in historic downtown Rockwall
County. Walkable accessibility to shops and restaurants, and with close
proximity to Lake Ray Hubbard.

Amount $12,219,931 CAD Property Type Multi-Family

Location Rockwall, Texas Closing Date* Q4, 2021

Partner Thompson Realty Capital *Estimated Project Closing Date
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Schedule B

Investment Structure
*Please refer to the Offering Memorandum for more details.
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Schedule C

Predecessor Trust Investment Highlights

Trez Capital’s Build-to-Sell Platform: A ProvenHistory of Success

Hines – Laurel Glen (“Laurel Park” or “Spring Stuebner”)

Trez Capital entered into a partnership with Hines LP for the acquisition of approximately 122.30 acres of land in
Harris County, TX (Houston Metro) and developed 338 single-family lots over two phases.

Hines – Parkside East (“Church”)
Trez Capital entered into a partnership with Hines LP for the acquisition of approximately 70.57 acres of land in
Irving, TX (DFW Metro) and developed 250 single-family lots over two phases.
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Laurel Glen

Amount $3,423,551 Property Type Single-Family

Location Harris County, Texas Completion Date October, 2020

Partner Hines IRR* 17.56%

Parkside East

Amount $3,088,072 Property Type Single-Family

Location Irving, Texas Completion Date March, 2018

Partner Hines IRR* 50.98%

*Investor Pre-Tax IRR

*Investor Pre-Tax IRR
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Schedule C

Predecessor Trust Investment Highlights

Trez Capital’s Build-to-Sell Platform: A ProvenHistory of Success

Hines – Parkside West

Trez Capital entered into a partnership with Hines LP for the acquisition of approximately 163.66 acres of land in
Irving, TX (DFW Metro) and developed 623 single-family lots over three phases.

Thompson Realty Capital – Edge & Stone
Trez Capital partnered with Thompson Realty Capital to acquire a 22.23 acre tract of land in San Antonio, TX and
develop a 335-unit class 'A' 3-story garden-style apartment complex for sale.
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Parkside West

Amount $6,189,840 Property Type Single-Family

Location Irving, Texas Completion Date September, 2020

Partner Hines IRR** 30.77%

Edge & Stone

Amount $7,439,610 Property Type Multi-Family

Location San Antonio, Texas Completion Date February, 2021

Partner Thompson Realty Capital IRR** 21.14%

*Investor Pre-Tax IRR

*Investor Pre-Tax IRR
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Schedule C

Predecessor Trust Investment Highlights

Trez Capital’s Build-to-Sell Platform: A ProvenHistory of Success

Thompson Realty Capital – Winding Creek

Trez Capital partnered with Thompson Realty Capital to acquire a 22.98 acre tract of land in Grand Prairie, TX (DFW
Metro) and develop a 314-unit class ‘A’ three-story garden-style apartment complex for sale.

Warner Land Advisors – Kings Crossing

Trez Capital entered into a partnership with Warner Land Advisors LP for the acquisition of approximately 72 acres
of land in Parker, TX (DFW Metro) and developed 59 single-family lots.
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Winding Creek

Amount $3,632,518 Property Type Multi-Family

Location Grand Prairie, Texas Completion Date September, 2019

Partner Thompson Realty Capital IRR* 41.72%

Kings Crossing

Amount $1,700,000 Property Type Single-Family

Location Parker, Texas Completion Date January, 2019

Partner Warner Land Advisors IRR* 40.31%

*Investor Pre-Tax IRR

*Investor Pre-Tax IRR
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Disclaimer

Certain statements contained in this presentation constitute forward-looking information within the meaning of securities laws. Forward-looking
information may relate to Trez Capital Private Real Estate Fund Trust (the “Trust”) future outlook and anticipated events or results and may
include statements regarding the financial position, business strategy, budgets, litigation, projected costs, capital expenditures, financial results,
taxes, plans and objectives of or involving the Trust. Particularly, statements regarding future results, performance, achievements, prospects or
opportunities for the Trust or the real estate industry are forward-looking statements. In some cases, forward-looking information can be
identified by terms such as “may”, “might”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “would”, “occur”, “expect”, “plan”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “estimate”,
“predict”, “potential”, “continue”, “likely”, “schedule”, or the negative thereof or other similar expressions concerning matters that are not historical
facts. Some of the specific forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to: the Trust’s intention with respect to, and ability to execute, its
growth strategies; Trez Capital Fund Management Limited Partnership’s (the “Manager”) expectations for the real estate markets in Canada and
the United States, the servicing of those markets by traditional financial institutions, and the opportunities available to the Trust; the use of the net
proceeds of the Offering to be received by the Trust; the Trust’s access to available sources of debt and/or equity financing; future legislative and
regulatory developments which may affect the Trust; the expected tax treatment of the Trust; the Trust’s ability to meet its stated business
objectives; the expectations for the types of investments to be made, and the anticipated potential return on such investments; the expectations of
the Net Asset Value per Unit; and interest rates and the future interest rate environment. The Trust has based these forward-looking statements
on factors and assumptions about future events and financial trends that it believes may affect its financial condition, results of operations,
business strategy and financial needs, including that the United States and Canadian economy will remain stable over the next 12-months, that
inflation will remain relatively low, that tax laws remain materially unchanged, that conditions within the real estate market, including competition
for acquisitions, will be consistent with the current climate, that the Canadian capital markets will provide the Trust with access to equity and/or
debt at reasonable rates when required and that Trez Capital Limited Partnership and its affiliates (“Trez”) will continue its involvement with the
Trust on the basis described. Although the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon assumptions that
management of the Trust believes are reasonable based on information currently available to management, there can be no assurance that actual
results will be consistent with these forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties, many of which are beyond the Trust’s control, that may cause the Trust’s or the industry’s actual results, performance, achievements,
prospects and opportunities in future periods to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The
forward- looking statements made in this presentation relate only to events or information as of the date on which the statements are made in this
presentation. The Trust does not undertake any obligation to update or revise publicly any such forward-looking statements, whether as a result of
new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable law. Information contained in this presentation constituting a
financial outlook is presented for information purposes only to indicate management’s expectation with respect to specific projects and readers are
cautioned that the information may not be appropriate for other purposes.

This presentation is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, offering memorandum, or advertisement or a public
offering of securities. This presentation is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any
securities described herein in any jurisdiction, but is solely for purposes of providing information regarding the Trust. All information and data
provided in this presentation is strictly private and confidential. No person is authorized to copy or re-distribute any materials in this presentation
without the express permission of the Trust.

Recipients of this document who are considering investing in TPREF are reminded that this document does not provide disclosure of all
information required for an investor to make an informed investment decision. Investors should read the offering memorandum provided by
TPREF, especially the risk factors relating to the securities offered, before making an investment decision. A copy of the offering memorandum
may be obtained upon request made to the attention of Trez Capital. This presentation contains forward-looking statements including speculation
or stated beliefs about future events, such as target return percentages, financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of TPREF.
Forward-looking statements are based on the opinions and estimates of management at the date the information is given, and is subject to a variety
of risks and uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-
looking statements.

For further information please contact Trez Capital Investment Sales
T: 1.877.689.0821
E: sales@trezcapital.com
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